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exhibit areas details

rhythm stories  1

(digital) elements:
- projectors 
- screens with videos 
  & hearing devices
- readerrail
- focus sound bariers 
- scanning decives

1 rhythm stories 
     render
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1 rhythm stories 
     wall detail

aluminum frame, 
2’’ thick pillowcase tensioned fabric wall with 

parts digital print and parts graphics 
FB - 01 / graphic type C

1 front elevation - detail
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reflected ceilings plan with projectors & 
screens
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projectors
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rhythm creations 
drum horn 2

(digital) elements:
- sound wave sensor
- decibel meter display 
- one very long ‘drum horn’

render outside
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1 front elevation horn 
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detail of drum horn
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rhythm creations 
drum horn 2

aluminum panel, 1/2” thck, 
attached around the 
aluminum circles

staneless steel hardware attacting
aluminum with panels
length 0’ - 3”

brick wall, building

aluminum circles
1/8” thck

glass window
wooden panels 1/2” thk. 
on inside & outside of 
glass  window
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1
detail - cutthrought of drum horn

2

2
section cut
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rhythm creations 
heart beat be seen2

(digital) elements:
- sensors
- drums 
- lighting (on chimenies) 
- colorie count machine

render - view from mezzanine
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rhythm creations 
heart beat be seen
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1 elevation ramp 
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hand sensors
controling the light

2
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1 front elevation 2
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section cut
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detail of ramp construction
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rhythm creations 
heart beat be seen2

2

3
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top view

chimeny
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steel floor ramp

metal/steel pipe
metal/steel supporters

anuled metal/steel

metal/steel fasteners or bolts

iron railings

chimney
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ECCO Strobe Light 12/24v 65fpm 5.1”H - 6650A

company: Ryder

1
front elevation - lighting on chimeny 
scale 3/16” = 1’ - 0’’

rhythm creations 
heart beat be seen2

lighting on chimney 

3/16--” = 1’ - 0’’
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’ -
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’’ chimney

Low-Intensity Strobe Beacons 

metal stainless steel hardware1’
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’
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23’ - 0”

2
plan view
scale 3/16” = 1’ - 0’’

3
-

3
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rhythm stations 
tabels & focus sound 3

(digital) elements:
- interactive tables
- connecting point for beat bit 
- speakers 
- beat bit drop off

rhythm station

N/A
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1
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front elevation

2
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plan view

interactive touch screen
dia 2

direct printend graphics on 
wood panel with short 
explanation and place to 
connect beatbit

3
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front elevation

4
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plan view
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fabric and acrylic circular lighting 
(LED strip) with a speaker in the 
middle.

4’ - 6’’

rhythm stations 
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3 rhythm station - interactive table 

360 interactive table from vispol.
Image: vispol website

scale 3/4” = 1’ - 0’’

section cut

hanging aluminum structure

fabric - opaque
speakers - recieving signals from table
circular LED striprhythm stations 

tabels & focus sound 3
acrylic

visitors can interact with 
table to mix and match 
sounds which will be heard 
through speaker.
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360 interactive table
beatbit upload point/connection with table


